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On Saturday I attended two zooms, the first one was the FHSTOS book. 

 

We decided to formulate the forthcoming books of Volume 2 through to Volume 5. 

 

Having done the first 4 parts of the show in Volume 1, of which the PDF version is now 

available on THI-show.com, and talks are underway for the softcover book to be released soon. 

 

Volume 2 instead of being 5 through 8A, we decided to drop part 6 and 8B, and go with parts 5, 

7, 8A & C for the next volume. 

 

This gives things a better flow. 

 

Volume 3 will be the four Cosmic Genetics shows. 

 

Volume 4 will be 8B which is the Black Sun group and the Events that changed the world series. 

 

Volume 5 will be our plus 1 show and the 9 show including the pictures. 

 

Further shows will possibly be added to other volumes. 

 

Volume 2 is going through questions and proofing, before final edit and review, that should be 

available soon also. 

 

The 2nd zoom call was for the New blueprint for Humanity update. 

 

The 28-29 different categories are all making good progress, with around ¼ to 1/3 now ready for 

editing before it goes onto the final review. 

 

People who are taking part in that are getting much out of it, and are seeing the 

interconnectedness of it all. 

 

This coming Saturday July 30th we have the 2nd zoom call for those who are in the Common 

Sense package, emails reminding you all will go out soon. 

 

I look forward to seeing you all again for another lively chat, having all introduced ourselves on 

the last call. 
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On Sunday July 31st at noon MT, 2pm EST 7pm UK time, there will be an open zoom call to 

celebrate my 9th year of becoming a radio show host. 

 

I and we have come a long way since that nervy first show, and the too softly spoken strange 

voice from another continent. 

 

That should be a whole heap of fun. 

 

Both of those links will be posted on THI-show.com. 

 

Look forward to seeing as many of you as possible. 

 

NEWS: 

 

In February we outed the fact that the oil reserves Biden released was all being sold to China. 

 

Nice to see the MSM have caught up with that story, as they revealed in this piece. 

 

Some of that historic supply meant to ease domestic pain, per new reports, ended up overseas. 

 

According to Reuters, as gasoline and diesel prices hit record highs last month, more than 5 

million barrels flowed from the petroleum reserve to markets in Europe and Asia. 

 

That news seemed to catch White House press secretary Karine Jean-Pierre off-guard. 

 

I have not seen that report, she replied, so I would honestly have to go look into it and see what 

the truth is in that statement, that you just laid out and see exactly what’s happening. 

 

The White House regularly points to their emergency use of the petroleum reserve, as evidence 

they are supporting American consumers in the face of Putin’s price hike. 

 

Maybe Karine should listen to our show more, and perhaps she will get ahead of what is really 

going on. 

 

Now it is public, where are the media calling for Biden’s head, given he outright lied to the 

American public? 
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As applications for US state unemployment insurance rose for a third week to the highest since 

November, as more companies announce job cuts, citing fears of a recession. 

 

In reality land we have been in a recession since 2007, only the shekel people have made any 

money since then. 

 

The trend may continue as the Federal Reserve ratchets up its fight against rampant inflation 

with some of the largest interest-rate hikes in decades, which could ultimately curb demand for 

workers. 

 

The Fed then hiked the rates 0.75%. 

 

Job cuts increasing but people quitting jobs is the far higher figure, or are they disappearing into 

thin air? 

 

It is hardly surprising with this news piece. 

 

The federal minimum wage has been stuck at $7.25 per hour for 13 years, that’s just $15,080 a 

year if you work full time. 

 

Meanwhile the prices of basic living are up for everyone, and something must give before the 

backlash kicks in. 

 

Meanwhile whilst all the austerity for the people goes on, Corporate profits hit record highs. 

 

But the minimum wage has stayed at $7.25 since the last increase on July 24, 2009. 

 

Which is the longest period without a raise since the federal minimum wage was enacted in 

1938. 

 

Every day without a raise is another day the minimum wage is a poverty wage instead of the 

anti-poverty wage it was intended to be. 

 

Nothing is as it is intended to be for the people, about time all people realized that. 

 

The federal minimum wage was enacted through the Fair Labor Standards Act, which aimed to 

eliminate labor conditions, detrimental to the maintenance of the minimum standard of living 
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necessary for health, efficiency and general well-being of workers, and detrimental to fair 

competition among businesses. 

 

Twenty states have minimum wages that are no higher than the $7.25 federal level: Alabama, 

Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Hampshire, 

North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, 

Utah, Wisconsin and Wyoming. 

 

Five of those states – Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina and Tennessee, don’t 

even have a state minimum wage, and in Georgia and Wyoming the minimum wage is $5.15, so 

the higher federal $7.25 minimum wage applies. 

 

Have we looped back in time to the last century? $7.25 minimum wage? 

 

The federal minimum wage peaked in purchasing power in 1968, when it was worth $13.86 in 

2022 dollars. 

 

Imagine time traveling back to 1968 and telling people that the minimum wage would have less 

buying power in the far-off year 2022 than it did in 1968. 

 

They would be shocked and wonder what catastrophe had befallen the United States. 

 

Sadly they are not shocked at all, because the masses accept less and less, whilst being charged 

more and more. 

 

Fortunately, 30 states now have minimum wages higher than $7.25. 

 

But most of them are still below the value of the federal minimum wage in 1968, adjusted for the 

cost of living. 

 

The backlash mentioned earlier in the piece may come in the next piece. 

 

A recent survey has revealed more than half of Americans, expect that a civil war will erupt in 

the United States sometime in the near future. 

 

When asked to respond to the statement, in the next few years, there will be a civil war in the 

United States? just 47.8 percent of respondents chose do not agree. 
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36.4 percent said they somewhat agreed with the statement, 8.4 percent agreed strongly, and 5.3 

percent agreed very strongly. 

 

The remaining 2.1 percent chose not to respond. 

 

More than two-thirds of respondents agreed that there is a serious threat to our democracy, while 

more than 40 percent indicated that having a strong leader for America is more important than 

having a democracy. 

 

It seems the populace is getting angsty about how things are going, finally. 

 

All the more reason for us to finish that blueprint and take advantage of the disenfranchised 

people. 

 

Pope Francis recent visit to Canada, where he came face-to-face with one of the country’s core 

tragedies: the often-abusive residential schools, run with the help of the Cat holic Church, 

designed to extinguish Indigenous culture and family ties. 

 

This long-awaited trip is unlike any other in papal history: Expressing remorse is its primary 

purpose. 

 

Francis has faced calls throughout his papacy to apologize in Canada for the church’s role in the 

residential school system, but pressure grew in the past year as several Indigenous groups said, 

ground-penetrating radar had uncovered evidence of hundreds of unmarked graves at or near the 

sites of former schools. 

 

But there are other important locations being omitted, such as the former Kamloops Indian 

Residential School. 

 

I wonder why he is not going to Kamloops? I am sure Kevin Annett would have loved to engage 

him. 

 

If you wish to read more on the Kamloops story, I gave my books to Holly, I am sure she will 

pass them onto you when she is finished. 

 

Sorry is just not good enough, sorry is just a word to deflect things in many cases. 
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It is the actions that follow the word that counts, and the church is still covering up many crimes 

and atrocities to this day. 

 

A movement to boycott Walgreens is bubbling up online, after multiple customers reported 

employees denying them birth control and other forms of contraception, such as condoms. 

 

In Hayward, Wisconsin, a cashier refused to sell Jessica Pentz condoms based on his religious 

grounds.  

 

In a Twitter thread, Jessica’s partner, Nathan Pentz, posted the couple’s customer complaint, 

which said the cashier, John, refused to sell them condoms because of his faith, then proceeded 

to embarrass Jess in front of other customers for her reproductive choice.  

 

The woke unsanity strikes again, woke stands for Weak Opiniated Kindergarten Entities. 

 

We are losing experienced and highly trained service members, reflecting billions in costs from 

taxpayer funds, as well as seeing dramatically impaired military readiness such as pilots who 

cannot fly, or cannot complete training, and troops who are too ill to carry out duties, Vliet said. 

 

What about the other billions wasted year on year? as the US fights wars we should not be 

involved in, why only focus on the Covid effect? 

 

This has drastically weakened national security at time of rising tensions globally, which serves 

China and globalists’ agendas to take America out of the fight; and take over globally. 

 

Oh dear the child level rhetoric begins to spew out, who said that America must lead the world in 

everything? that is narcissistic is it not? 

 

America’s sons and daughters who stepped up to defend our Constitution and our freedom, are 

paying a high price with their own Constitutional rights trampled upon, by the very top 

Command officers who took an Oath to defend our Constitution. 

 

The trouble is which Constitution? 

 

If our military service members are being abused to this degree, and forced out of the military for 

simply requesting religious or medical exemptions to an experimental vaccine, who will stand in 

the gap and defend your rights? Our military members defend us. 
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They deserve our support to defend them now against medical tyranny by their own Command. 

 

We must now stand against tyranny and protect the freedoms endowed by our Creator and 

enshrined in America’s founding documents. 

 

This is masking over the systemic issues of the US Military and the fake Government, their fake 

Federal depts like CDC, FDA, USDA, IRS and many others. 

 

This is a classic case of going after the effect and not the real cause. 

 

And when Americans and indeed any other country fully understands the use of not soldiers, but 

soul diers and the whole sacrifice to the gods plot. 

 

Only when the people fully realize what has, what is and what will continue to unfold, will this 

destruction of our sons and daughters and family be stopped. 

 

Stories like these are why we have to develop the Communal Gatherings, particularly the key 

parts to it unfolded within the past month or so. 

 

It is imperative we at THI teach these people the real truth, and also provide the solutions to 

actual fix the problem. 

 

The mission of all in THI is to come and be the change, not wait for it, not sit idly by whilst 

death, destruction, famine and drought prevail, because we have all done that in the past, and 

where did that get us? 

 

Dwight D. Eisenhower said. 

 

We must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by 

the military industrial complex. 

 

The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. 

 

We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or democratic processes, 

we should take nothing for granted. 
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Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry, can compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial 

and military machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so that security and 

liberty may prosper together. 

 

First the Georgia Guidestones and now the Hoover Dam going boom, interesting stuff I have to 

say. 

 

Donald Trump appeared flustered when he was booed at a rally in Arizona on Friday, when 

speaking about one of his recent Congress endorsements. 

 

Trump, used to adulation from his super-loyal MAGA followers, looked uncomfortable when he 

hyped Eli Crane, a candidate in the Arizona GOP congressional primary, and the crowd 

responded negatively, in large part. 

 

I wonder with a name like Eli what nationality he was born to, which is why Trump is supporting 

him. 

 

Trump is an Israeli puppet. 

 

The former president appeared surprised, and repeatedly looked towards the source of the booing 

before smiling awkwardly. 

 

But you like me, right? Trump then says to the crowd with an awkward chuckle. 

 

No we don’t Mr. Trump until you start to really support Americans, not the Israeli junta along 

with the Black Sun. 

 

A tweet, sent on July 14, 2022, states that Donald Trump’s daughter Ivanka Trump and her 

husband Jared Kushner earned $640 million while working in the White House. 

 

The tweet, which has received more than 17,000 engagements, also says that Kushner earned an 

extra $2 billion from Saudi connections as part of a cover-up of murdered journalist Jamal 

Khashoggi. 

 

The New York Times also reported that Kushner continued conversations with Prince 

Mohammed, even after American intelligence agencies blamed the prince for ordering the killing 

of Khashoggi in October 2018. 
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The Trump’s are no different to the Biden’s then, making more money in fake power positions, 

whilst running the country into the abyss. 

 

If Kushner did take the $2B hush money from the Saudis, one has to ask when will he be charged 

with fraud and extortion and an abuse of office power? 

 

Following last week’s FHSTOS narrative in the UN, and the revealing most Jews are not from 

what is now known as Israel, plus the secret drive to push all Jews from the Middle East into 

Ukraine, this latest adds fuel to the fire. 

 

Israel’s Supreme Court ruled that the state can revoke the citizenship of people, who carry out 

actions that constitute a breach of trust against the state, including terrorism, espionage or 

treason. 

 

The ruling addressed a 2008 Citizenship Law in Israel, that gives the state authority to revoke 

citizenship based on actions that constitute a breach of loyalty. 

 

The word loyalty has wide ranging implications, essentially it is a diktat of follow our orders or 

we will expel you. 

 

It came following separate appeals in the cases of two Palestinian citizens of Israel, who were 

convicted of carrying out attacks that killed Israeli citizens. 

 

The two were handed long sentences but the state sought to strip them of citizenship. 

 

The Supreme Court denied the removal of citizenship in these two cases based on serious 

procedural flaws, but ruled that the practice itself was constitutional, even if a person became 

stateless as a result. 

 

It said in such cases, the interior minister would have to grant permanent residency. 

 

A joint statement in response to the ruling by the Association for Civil Rights in Israel and 

Adalah an Arab rights group, called the law discriminatory, and said it will likely be used 

exclusively against Palestinian citizens of Israel. 

 

I wouldn’t count on that, because my belief is they want all people out of there. 
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There are many cases of Jews in Israel who took part in terror, and not even once has the interior 

ministry thought to appeal to revoke their citizenship. 

 

The only cases that were submitted to the court were of Arab citizens. 

 

While many countries have laws that allow revocation of citizenship, leaving someone stateless, 

without any other citizenship, this is something else, Feller said. 

 

Adding that the law can be applied whether a person was convicted or merely suspected of 

carrying out security-related offences. 

 

There was a law created in the UK of a similar nature last year, whereby it was enough to suspect 

you of said crime, with typically open ended wording. 

 

In the court statement, the justices acknowledged that leaving a person stateless challenged 

international law standards, but the majority opinion was that the difficulty in itself, does not 

render the entire practice as unconstitutional. 

 

Avigdor Lieberman, Israel’s finance minister and head of far-right Yisrael Beitenu party, 

welcomed the ruling. 

 

Well he would as he is a full-on Zionist. 

 

If I was an Israeli Jew living in Israel I would be very concerned now as to the direction their 

leaders are taking. 

 

Do not presume these rules are only for Palestinians, that is the sleight of hand tactic. 

 

The all too predictable rise in anti-Semitism that is now surging through Europe and America, 

that is always passed off onto the white people, yet how often to people go to the effect and not 

the cause? 

 

One could strongly argue the case for the blame to be apportioned to the Jewish El-ites in our 

midst, and the evidence supporting that, is massive even within our own shows. 

 

But the cause of the anti-Semitism is the very people who report it, the media. 

 

Their lies and brainwashing has created a division that will take some time to heal. 
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Their reporting based on lies, supposition and one sided scripts, plus the eternal pity card. 

 

People over the last 2 years have begun to find out what we at THI knew all along, and because 

they are not balanced, they seek revenge and retribution. 

 

The Jewish people become the easy target, and the Jewish EL-ites know this and fuel the fire. 

 

The Jewish need to learn fast before it gets out of hand. 

 

MEDICAL RELATED: 

 

This was something we covered in the Expose series. 

 

A member of the U.S. House Intelligence Committee warned that, bio-weapons are being made 

that use a target’s DNA to only kill that person. 

 

US Rep Jason Crow of Colorado warned Americans, to not be so cavalier about sharing their 

DNA with private companies due to the coming of the new type of weapon.  

 

You can actually take someone’s DNA, their medical profile and you can target a biological 

weapon that will kill that person, or take them off the battlefield or make them inoperable, Crow 

said. 

 

The congressman said the development of the weapons is worrisome given the popularity of 

DNA testing services, where people willingly share their genetic mapping with businesses to 

gain insight on their genealogy and health.   

 

You can’t have a discussion about this without talking about privacy and the protection of 

commercial data, because expectations of privacy have degraded over the last 20 years.  

 

Young folks actually have very little expectation of privacy, that’s what the polling and the data 

show. 

 

People will very rapidly spit into a cup and send it to 23andMe, and get really interesting data 

about their background. 

 

Most of which is a lie, particularly if you are black as Dane Calloway revealed.  
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But guess what? Their DNA is now owned by a private company, just as I warned many years 

ago. 

 

It can be sold off with very little intellectual property protection or privacy protection, and we 

don’t have legal and regulatory regimes to deal with that. 

 

In 2019, it was found that several Russian and Chinese labs were processing DNA tests for 

Americans through Medicare and Medicaid. 

 

So much for them being the boogeymen it seems. 

 

A particularly sad piece to report, but out of the darkness into the light may prevent more 

suffering. 

 

This report is about coffins for children, casket orders for children sized coffins up in both the 

US & Canada, under 5 foot sized coffins, bulk orders are reportedly increasing for the first time 

in decades. 

 

Responding to a Twitter user who has claimed he’d spoken along with funeral directors, about an 

unusual rise in children who died after being vaccinated, Canadian Twitter user highesthalfling 

asserted his family’s casket business recently received two bulk orders for child dimension 

coffins. 

 

My family business in casket manufacturing in North America, we have now received two bulk 

orders for children sized coffins within less than 6 months. 

 

In 30+ years of the business we have never sold child sized coffins in bulk. 

 

Other funeral directors were reporting the same thing, there has only been two bulk orders of 

child sized coffins in 50 years one said, and both came in the last 7 months. 

 

We spoke to the family the master of one of the largest casket producers in North America. 

 

They supply caskets to huge chains across the US and manufacture Perfect Caskets, among 

others. 
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It’s terrible to have to report upon such a thing, but the owners said that their sales of standard 

caskets have increased by 20%, and since Dec 2021 their sales of small-size caskets under five 

feet, have increased by 400%.  

 

He is not the only one talking about this, those in the funeral industry are well aware of the 

unexpected change in the nature of the business. 

 

What are they all blaming it on? The jabs. 

 

I suspect the public at some point soon will get real ugly over the Covid scam, which is likely 

why they are coming up with schemes to lock us all down again. 

 

A clinic in Ireland has been ordered to pay a patient over $3,000, after it was found to have 

discriminated against him due to him being unable to wear a mask. 

 

Ireland’s Workplace Relations Commission has found in favor of a patient in the case of alleged 

discrimination, during which an unnamed clinic refused to provide a procedure to an individual 

over his inability to wear a mask. 

 

The incident is said to have occurred during a period of so-called Level 3 lockdown in Ireland. 

 

According to a post detailing the ruling on the WRC’s website, the patient who has been 

diagnosed with autism since birth, was referred by his doctor to the clinic for an ultrasound. 

 

Due to his condition, the man is unable to wear a mask, a detail he went over when organizing 

the appointment with the clinic in question. 

 

And they refused him, well that was a costly and damaging PR for that company. 

 

Remember we warned of the CRISPR technology in Expose Part 7, well it appears now even 

Israeli scientists are raising concerns. 

 

Scientists at Tel Aviv University warn that while the CRISPR genome-editing method is very 

effective, it is not always safe, indeed. 

 

And they further warned that sometimes, rearranging pieces of DNA compromises genomic 

stability, possibly triggering cancer in the long run.  
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CRISPR is an acronym for clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats, sounds like 

a loop to me, that allows genetic material to be added, removed or altered at particular locations 

in the genome.  

 

Several approaches to genome editing have been developed.  

 

As a reminder we said this, DARPA has awarded 7 research teams to develop tools for genome 

engineering in insects, rodents and bacteria under DARPA’s Safe Gene program, using a novel 

CRISPR-Cas9 technology. 

 

However, a group of well-respected, independent scientists revealed in a scathing analysis of the 

program that, far from a defensive research project, the Insect Allies program was aimed at 

creating and delivering new class of biological weapon. 

 

Covid, CRISPR, biological weapons, bio-labs and Ukraine, connecting the dots now? 

 

OP-ED: 

 

THI has warned many times about the looting of pension funds, but yet again it seems there is no 

consequence of actions, as they get bailed out by the public themselves. 

 

We have to raise awareness more of how our money is not just being spent, but grossly misused. 

 

Buried deep in the American Rescue Plan signed into law by President Biden in March 2021, 

was a provision mandating the government to bail out ailing multiemployer pension plans.  

 

The American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 was the $1.9 trillion economic stimulus package 

proposed by President Joe Biden, to speed up the United States’ recovery from Covid-19. 

 

The huge bill was passed with little time for debate or even to be read, all under the idea 

congress needed to take action to address the economic and health effects of the pandemic and 

the ongoing recession.  

 

While how this provision to assist troubled pensions has been addressed, did not get a great deal 

of air time it may prove to be far more costly than predicted.  

 

People are often led to believe pensions are a promise carved in stone, however, when the money 

is not their pensions and promises will be broken, so pensioners should prepare for the pain. 
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This is especially true in the public sector which has a history of granting pensions that are 

unheard of in the private sector. 

 

The 25 largest U.S. public pensions face trillions in unfunded liabilities. 

 

If Americans took the time to stand back and look at the bigger picture, they will see the Pension 

Benefit Guaranty Corporation an independent agency of the United States government, 

responsible for acting as the nation’s safety net for failed pensions, is also in trouble. 

 

Another NGO running the country and abusing it then. 

 

When a pension fails, this agency is expected to take control of its assets, and dole them out to its 

pensioners in the coming years.  

 

The ugly truth is the PBGC is not a rock but is in need of its own bailout.  

 

Joshua Gotbaum, former head of the PBGC from 2010 to 2014, voiced his unhappiness with 

Washington leaders failing to confront this reality when he said, no one wants to admit that 

pension benefits have to be cut, and therefore, in public, no one wants to be seen as supporting 

anything that cuts benefits. 

 

However, unless some benefits are cut, all are cut, it is likely the future will prove him right. 

 

We are only beginning to see the tip of the iceberg when it comes to this growing problem and 

just how many of these schemes are underfunded. 

 

This is not just a problem only in America but it exists all over the world. 

 

No what needs to be cut is, wasteful spending like Military budgets, 18 Intelligence Agencies 

when we only need 3. 

 

900 Military bases around the world, dozens of bio-labs around the world, not just Ukraine. 

 

Giving funds under the banner of aid to the likes of the UN, NATO, Israel, Ukraine and many 

others. 

 

Pensions are giant pools of capital responsible for paying out retirement benefits to workers. 
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And right now, many pension funds around the world simply don’t have enough assets to cover 

the retirement obligations they owe to millions of workers. 

 

Governments have lulled their populations into a false sense of security based on financial 

promises they are not going to be able to keep, and most likely will exacerbate generational 

conflict going forward. 

 

This is not simply a political problem, it’s an arithmetic problem, for which no real answer 

exists. 

 

We can blame Johns Hopkins for that, as they have a serious arithmetic problem. 

 

Recently while speaking in Cleveland, Biden used the occasion to announce the agreement to 

implement a financial assistance program for multiemployer pension plans. 

 

In a speech where he was joined by union workers and retirees, Biden said, we turned a promise 

broken into a promise kept.  

 

Adding to the cost of this bailout, Biden bragged, those retirees who lost their benefits will have 

them restored retroactively. 

 

Under the American Rescue Plan, certain underfunded multiemployer plans were allowed to 

apply for taxpayer-funded assistance, to help them stabilize their finances and restore benefits 

that were previously cut.  

 

It should not surprise any financially conservative person, to find the interim rules for the 

program issued by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp, which drew criticism from pension 

consultants, plan trustees, and other experts for not being generous enough to ensure the long-

term survival of these troubled pensions.  

 

The current solution allows plans to invest a portion of their financial-assistance funds in higher-

return assets. 

 

The White House claims this modification in the final rule helps create a situation, that allows 

plans receiving assistance to remain solvent and pay full benefits through at least 2051. 
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The rules allow plans to invest up to one-third of their financial-assistance funds in higher-return 

assets and stocks, rather than in safer investment-grade bonds. 

 

To be clear, this is a bailout and it could be argued that it also allows them to mismanage the 

funds and get into trouble again. 

 

And guess who sits in the higher return assets? The conglomerates all owned by the same 

harvesting pirates that have raped every fund and country. 

 

Before the American Rescue Plan, over 200 of the nearly 1,400 multiemployer plans we’re 

facing near-term insolvency. 

 

That is 1 in 7, for those who never did common core or Johns Hopkins math. 

 

This threatened to leave 2 to 3 million participants without their full earned benefits. 

 

These multiemployer pension plans, were created through agreements between unions and two 

or more employers and cover nearly 11 million participants, many of them in industries such as 

construction, trucking, and manufacturing.   

 

But I wonder how many feels or know that pensions are in many ways the biggest Ponzi Scheme 

of modern man?  

 

Many of the plans have overpromised while being hit hard by a decline in unionization, 

employer withdrawals from the plans, and investment losses. 

 

While a 2014 law allowed some troubled plans to slash the benefits of current retirees, the idea 

conflicts with protections enshrined in federal pension law. 

 

Funny how those hidden laws all hit the average person in the pocket, but not the higher earners. 

 

The new 33% limit on stocks and other higher-return investments, is intended to allow plans to 

grow their financial-assistance funds increasing their ability to pay benefits through 2051. 

 

This so-called financial assistance program also extends to 2055, the solvency of the PBGC’s 

multiemployer insurance program, which was previously expected to run out of money in 2026. 
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Of course, it is logical the troubled PBGC would do anything it can to put lipstick on the 

unfolding pension diabolical, and halt the flow of failed pensions into its system. 

 

We should not focus on the fact the PBGC has already approved over $6.7 billion in financial 

assistance for plans covering over 127,000 workers and retirees. 

 

We should instead look at the real long-term cost and ramifications of this bailout.  

 

The agency, which insures defined-benefit pension plans, expects it will ultimately distribute $74 

billion to $91 billion worth of financial assistance to these plans, but numbers flowing out of 

Washington are often wrong.  

 

It is expected the real cost of pension bailouts to be far greater than anyone can imagine.  

 

A few Congressional Republicans who pointed out this is a deeply flawed bailout of a select 

group of privately managed retirement plans, that creates perverse incentives for further 

mismanagement and underfunding of pensions. 

 

Not only does it pave the way for more taxpayer bailouts of pensions, but it also continues the 

dangerous transfer of wealth which leaves the taxpayer holding the bag. Indeed. 

 

Americans should be tired of paying for all of the worlds wars, disputes and ills, enough is 

enough. 

 

We have been used as a cash cow for far too long, and it is high time we made the wasteful 

spenders in our midst pay for their mistakes, greed and programs. 

 

This is a stark reminder of why we need a new blueprint for Humanity. 

 

The US Government spends $121,067 per second, of that amount the US Government borrows 

$52,162 each second. 

 

The US Government spends $7,264,020 per minute, of that amount the US Government borrows 

$3,129,756 each minute 

 

The US Government spends $435,841,200 per hour, of that amount the US Government borrows 

$187,785,388 each hour 
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The US Government spends $10,460,188,800 per day, of that amount the US Government 

borrows $4,506,849,315 each day. 

 

The US Government spends $73,221,917,808 per week, of that amount, the US Government 

borrows $31,547,945,205 each week. 

 

The US Government spends 318,166,660,000 per month, of that amount the US Government 

borrows $137,083,333,333 each month. 

 

The US Government’s projected budget for year is $3,818,000,000,000, of that amount, 

$1,645,000,000,000 is borrowed money. 

 

No one in the world has as big of a salary as the US Government, but it still borrows roughly 

40% of the money it spends. 

 

So roughly $1.5T is borrowed at 10% from the Federal Reserve. 

 

I would imagine these figures will have shocked you at the staggering amounts spent and 

borrowed, I will shock you more by saying these figures are not for 2022, but 2011. oops. 

 

This is what happens when the people don’t question things enough, just going on the 2011 

figures what exactly in terms of life improvements are the American people getting for $3.8T a 

year? better facilities, roads, transport, environment, play centers, schools, colleges, health 

facilities, the answer is zero on all those items, remember govt funding is the people’s money, 

not theirs. 

 

Many have questioned my opinion that most people are children or childlike, although Covid has 

lessened that reaction. 

 

But when you analyze it all in overview, it comes into stark clarity. 

 

As a child you don’t have to work, nor take full responsibility in most cases, as the parents do 

that for you. 

 

As an adult your task is to work and provide for yourself and or family, and also taking 

responsibility for your own actions and life in full. 

 

How many people actually exhibit that dynamic? 
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How many people have now declared their government as their new parents? 

 

How many people have doctors control their health? teachers to control their education? 

Teachers also to control the behavior of their children? Police to control their security? Churches 

to control their spirituality? Supermarkets and fast food joints to control their eating habits? 

Banks, brokers and pension schemes to control their wealth? 

 

Dissolving your responsibility makes you a slave to the system, which never starts or ends well, 

and also makes that type of person a harvester. 

 

The bigger question arising from this is, how many adults have a child alter running their lives? 

 

Remember the Great Reset, Set being the operative word, and Trump’s role in it? Perhaps this 

piece will make you ponder. 

 

Set is the son of Geb, the Earth, and Nut, the Sky; his siblings are Osiris, Isis, and Nephthys. 

 

He married Nephthys and fathered Anubis and in some accounts, he had relationships with the 

foreign goddesses Anat and Astarte. 

 

From these relationships is said to be born a crocodile deity called Maga. 

 

The Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban is facing backlash after a speech arguing that 

Europeans should not become peoples of mixed race. 

 

Out came the mock outrage and the most consequential fallout so far came on Tuesday, when 

Zsuzsa Hegedüs, a sociologist and longtime adviser to Orban, submitted a public resignation 

letter. 

 

After such a speech, which contradicts all my basic values, I was left with no other choice, 

Hegedüs said. 

 

But why would it bother her so much? after all we are told only black lives matter, why is it such 

an issue for people to protect a dying race? 

 

By the way Hegedus who resigned, is Jewish. 
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On a wider scale that says it all. 

 

A reminder from part 5 of our series FHSTOS. 

 

The purpose was to form a Jewish Empire; therefore Mr. Kalergi was claiming the abrogation of 

the right of self-determination of the peoples. 

 

After that the nations should be destroyed by a fast migration in masses, or also by movements 

within Europe by ethnic separatist movements like Catalonian separatism or like Basque 

separatism, Europe should be formed in a way so the Jews could dominate it. 

 

The precondition for this should be, the pretension to convert the ethnic homogeneous population 

into mixed groups with whites, Negroes and Asian people. 

 

These mestizos should have the characteristics like cruelty, infidelity and more characteristics 

which – according to Kalergi – should be created deliberately and which would be absolutely 

necessary to reach a Jewish supremacy. 

 

This is known in modern terms as social engineering. 

 

Sound familiar in modern day terms? think Ukraine, think Central America. 

 

 

 

In part 5 of FHSTOS we revealed this piece. 

 

In 1903, British Colonial Secretary Joseph Chamberlain offered Herzl 5,000 square miles in the 

Uganda Protectorate for Jewish settlement, called the Uganda Scheme. 

 

It was introduced the same year to the World Zionist Organization’s Congress at its sixth 

meeting, where a fierce debate ensued. 

 

Some groups felt that accepting the scheme would make it more difficult to establish a Jewish 

state in Palestine, as the African land was described as an ante-chamber to the Holy Land. 

 

Lobbying by Russian Jewish immigrant Chaim Weizmann, together with fear that American 

Jews would encourage the USA to support Germany in the war against communist Russia, 

culminated in the British government’s Balfour Declaration of 1917. 
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Take note of the name involved Chaim Weizmann. 

 

So, that was early last century, but we did a piece last week about the discussions taking place 

within the UN, declaring Jews to be Khazar’s. 

 

They asked for a Jewish person to comment on it, and it revealed this. 

 

During the UN debate over the Palestine Partition, Chaim Weizmann responded, sarcastically: it 

is very strange, all my life I have been a Jew, felt like a Jew, and I now learn that I am a Khazar. 

 

What a cohencidence that is! same name, same spelling, same race one hundred plus years apart, 

like I have said all along, his story always repeats unless people take notice about it, and act 

against it. 

 

And it proves all the world is a stage, with bad actors. 

 

Well I’ve been pondering again! In my observation of someone writing a check, my mind 

wandered onto the possibility of linking the East and West Gate along with the Left-Hand path of 

Set from how we write. 

 

Here goes, the western world and indeed many other parts of the world all write left to right. 

 

Which in directional terms is from west to east, and can also be said to be from the left hand path 

to the right hand path. 

 

But the Hebrew language and writing is done from right to left meaning it follows to the point of 

the SET-ting sun, and also towards the left hand path of Set. 

 

Is that indicative? I wouldn’t rule it out. 

 

Charting the celestial path via writing makes sense to me at least anyway, and is kind of 

symbolic in a way. 

 

Now the symbol writing of the Chinese and other parts of Asia, plus Mayan and Egyptian, may 

suggest the origins of their written language involved their sun on their home world to be north 

to south. 
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Remember also the EBE said they did not write as we do, they used symbols to relay their 

information. 

 

Throw in the fact the Lord who was Anu stated, he would come down and change all the native 

languages so as the people would not coalesce together. 

 

A whole new picture emerges. 

 

We are living through an epidemic of mistrust, particularly here in the United States. 

 

Trust in social media and traditional media is at an all-time low. 

 

Trust in the U.S. federal government to handle problems is at a near-record low. 

 

Trust in the U.S.’s major institutions is within 2 percentage points of the all-time low.  

 

The consequences are profound. 

 

By the numbers: For the first time ever, fewer than half of all Americans have trust in traditional 

media, according to data from Edelman’s annual trust barometer. 

 

Trust in social media has hit an all-time low of 27%. 

 

56% of Americans agree with the statement that, Journalists and reporters are purposely trying to 

mislead people by saying things they know are false or gross exaggerations. 

 

58% think that, most news organizations are more concerned with supporting an ideology or 

political position than with informing the public. 

 

When Edelman re-polled Americans after the election, the figures had deteriorated even further, 

with 57% of Democrats trusting the media and only 18% of Republicans. 

 

And those figures were January 2021, it has got worse since then. 

 

But they used the poll figures to their advantage by shifting the focus. 

 

Remember this is January 2021 and the first batch of jabs were coming out. 
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61% of Trump voters say that they trust their employer’s CEO. 

 

That compares to just 28% who trust government leaders, and a mere 21% who trust journalists. 

 

All of which is why they pushed the responsibility away from the Government and onto the 

employee. 

 

This is why we have to push our Communal Gatherings to the fore, the people are edgy and 

mistrusting now. 

 

That provides us with an opportunity to make big headway in all of our exploits. 

 

The people are looking for a platform for which to relieve their mistrust, angst and frustration, 

and we can steer that mistrust into truth, the angst into a calm balance and the frustration into a 

positive vibe, outlook and mission for our future. 

 

Our time will come meaning the future, our time has arrived. 

 

EXPOSE: 

 

A dip into the past that reveals much, connect dots, finds more cohencidences and reveals the 

millennias long traumas past down from generation to generation. 

 

Tezcatlipoca was a central deity in the Aztec religion, and his main festival was the Toxcatl 

ceremony celebrated in the month of May. 

 

One of the four sons of Ometecuhtli and Omecihuatl, the God of providence. 

 

But then we have the term Divine providence which is described as, Divine providence is the 

governance of God by which He, with wisdom and love, cares for and directs all things in the 

universe. 

 

The doctrine of divine providence asserts that God is in complete control of all things. 

 

He is sovereign over the universe as a whole, the physical world, the affairs of nations, human 

destiny, human successes and failures and the protection of His people. 
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This doctrine stands in direct opposition to the idea, that the universe is governed by chance or 

fate. 

 

Well that hasn’t worked too well then has it? If a god is responsible for all creation, why is it a 

mess? And when does "he" take responsibility for it? 

 

Of course our members are aware this god they speak of, is not the all loving god, but a fake god 

designed as a savior program and to seek outside of yourself. 

 

Then of course we come to another providence, the eye of providence, the all seeing eye. 

 

Given we spoke of the eye of Yahweh in the Cosmic Genetic series, is the god of providence 

actually Yahweh? 

 

All of which explains why "he" neglected his duty. 

 

He is associated with a wide range of concepts, including the night sky, the night winds, 

hurricanes, the north, the earth, obsidian, hostility, discord, rulership, divination, temptation, 

jaguars, sorcery, beauty, war, and conflict. 

 

His name in the Nahuatl language is often translated as Smoking Mirror and alludes to his 

connection to obsidian. 

 

The material from which mirrors were made in Mesoamerica and which were used for shamanic 

rituals and prophecy.  

 

Hmm you would think the term smoking mirror would have raised a red flag, not a kachina by 

now. 

 

Mirrors create portals and trickery. 

 

Another talisman related to Tezcatlipoca was a disc worn as a chest pectoral. 

 

This talisman was carved out of abalone shell, and depicted on the chest of both Huitzilopochtli 

and Tezcatlipoca in codex illustrations. 
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He had many epithets which alluded to different aspects of his deity: Titlacauan – We Are His 

Slaves, Ipalnemoani – He by Whom We Live, Necoc Yaotl – Enemy of Both Sides, Tloque 

Nahuaque -Lord of the Near and the Nigh. 

 

All of which sounds like a Rothschild to me. 

 

Others included Yohualli Èhecatl – Night, Wind, as opposed to the Dark Wind, Ome Acatl – 

Two Reed, and Ilhuicahua Tlalticpaque the Possessor of the Sky and Earth. 

 

Sounds like the Trustee collecting titles and yet doing nothing with them, all for their own self-

importance, or a carefully placed hidden hook trap. 

 

When depicted he was usually drawn with a black and a yellow stripe painted across his face. 

 

He is often shown with his right foot replaced with an obsidian mirror, bone, or a snake. 

 

Funny how their culture is always connected to a snake or serpent. 

 

This is an allusion to the creation myth in which he loses his foot battling with the Earth 

Monster. 

 

Remember in the Black’s Law dictionary, humans are described as monsters. 

 

Sometimes the mirror was shown on his chest, and sometimes smoke would emanate from the 

mirror. 

 

Tezcatlipoca’s nagual, his animal counterpart was the jaguar, and his jaguar aspect was the deity 

Tepeyollotl – Mountainheart. 

 

In the Aztec ritual calendar the Tonalpohualli Tezcatlipoca ruled the trecena 1 Ocelotl the 1 

Jaguar, he was also patron of the days with the name Acatl. 

 

What is Acatl? Acatl, meaning reed, is the 13th day sign in the 260-day tonalpohualli, the sacred 

Aztec calendar.  

 

The 260 day calendar means the Earth was closer to the Sun then, or it is a calendar from a 

different world. 
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The Tezcatlipoca figure goes back to earlier Mesoamerican deities worshipped by the Olmec and 

Maya. 

 

Similarities exist with the patron deity of the K’iche’ Maya as described in the Popol Vuh. 

 

A central figure of the Popol Vuh was the god Tohil whose name means obsidian, and who was 

associated with sacrifice. 

 

The Mayans sell those obsidian trinkets outside their temples, and one has to question are they 

steeped in bad energies? 

 

Also the Classic Maya god of rulership and thunder known to modern Mayanists as God K, or 

the Manikin Scepter. 

 

Notice the letter K again? 

 

Also noted by the Maya as K’awil, who was depicted with a smoking obsidian knife in his 

forehead, and one leg replaced with a snake.  

 

Although there are striking similarities between possible earlier imagery of Tezcatlipoca, 

archaeologists are split in the debate. 

 

It is possible that he is either the same god that the Olmec and Maya reference with their jaguar 

deity or that Tezcatlipoca is a latter, more expanded version of the foundations the Olmec and 

Maya set, as the Aztecs often took inspiration from earlier cultures. 

 

Or it was the same person with a different avatar. 

 

There are few surviving representations of Tezcatlipoca into the present day, expedited by a 

significant portion of Codexes being destroyed by Cat holic priests.  

 

Differing factions of off world entities is why. 

 

Due to the lack of surviving images, some have chosen to describe Tezcatlipoca as the invisible 

god.  

 

All of their gods are invisible, none of them have met them in the present age. 
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It is funny how religion can push the boundaries of believable, and yet a child that speaks to a 

spirit called an invisible friend, is deemed as being mad. 

 

However, the fact that many images are difficult to identify as one god or another, does not mean 

that no generalizations can be made about Tezcatlipoca’s appearance. 

 

The color black is strongly associated with Tezcatlipoca, and he is often portrayed as having 

horizontal bands across his face especially in black and yellow, but the many different codices 

vary on which two colors from site to site.  

 

There are also portrayals of his body also being black in certain places. 

 

Depending on the site half of his leg, the full length of his arms, the majority of his legs, or any 

combination thereof can be depicted. 

 

Most commonly he is shown with horizontal face bands, wearing a heron feather headdress, a 

loincloth, and knotted sandals with an armband, and tinker bells either around his neck or ankles.  

 

Sounds like those Morris dancers in the UK prancing anti clockwise around the May pole to me. 

 

Tezcatlipoca is often shown carrying a shield with balls of either feathers or cotton, and holding 

arrows or a spear in his right hand with a fan of feathers surrounding a mirror. 

 

Many of the temples now associated with Tezcatlipoca are built facing east–west. 

 

The sacred building of the war god Tezcatlipoca was in direct relation with the movement of the 

sun, in the same manner of the Great Temple was, their façades being towards the West.  

 

There are also several references to momoztli, the author says the definition is unknown, there is 

an overall consensus that it is a general holy place to worship the gods, specifically mentioned as 

his Tezcatlipoca’s viewing place. 

 

Except a momoztli is a sacrifice altar. 

 

The priests of Tezcatlipoca often wore the ornaments of the god and wore specific garments for 

different rituals. 
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Common ornaments were white turkey feather headdresses, a paper loincloth, and a tzanatl stick 

with similar feathers and paper decorations.  

 

Another common practice was to cover themselves in black soot or ground charcoal, while they 

were involved in priestly activities at the temple or during rituals.  

 

They would also cover the sick and newly appointed king in a similar manner, with a black 

ointment to encourage an association with the god. 

 

Which likely reveals they were copying the jet-black race people brought here by Lucifer.  

 

When the ritual called for it, priests would also dress up as Tezcatlipoca himself and accompany 

other similarly outfitted gods or goddesses.  

 

Tezcatlipoca was often described as a rival of another important god of the Aztecs, the culture 

hero, Quetzalcoatl. 

 

In one version of the Aztec creation account the myth of the Five Suns, the first creation, The 

Sun of the Earth was ruled by Tezcatlipoca but destroyed by Quetzalcoatl, when he struck down 

Tezcatlipoca who then transformed into a jaguar. 

 

Quetzalcoatl became the ruler of the subsequent creation Sun of Water, and Tezcatlipoca 

destroyed the third creation The Sun of Wind by striking down Quetzalcoatl. 

 

The sun of wind, I wonder who that could be? 

 

In later myths, the four gods who created the world, Tezcatlipoca, Quetzalcoatl, Huitzilopochtli, 

and Xipe Totec were referred to respectively as the Black, the White, the Blue and the Red 

Tezcatlipoca. 

 

Those four colors are interesting, the black and white could symbolize the yin and yang, and the 

blue and red are the colors of the Kachina prophecy. 

 

The four Tezcatlipocas were the sons of Ometecuhtli and Omecihuatl, lady and lord of the 

duality, and were the creators of all the other gods, as well as the world and all humanity. 

 

As we revealed in the Cosmic Genetics series, the same entities fought over and over again to be 

the one. 
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The rivalry between Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca is also recounted in the legends of Tollan, 

where Tezcatlipoca deceives Quetzalcoatl who was the ruler of the legendary city and forces him 

into exile. 

 

Sounds like Anu and Marduk that to me. 

 

Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca both collaborated in the different creations, and that both were 

seen as instrumental in the creation of life, yes just not our type of life. 

 

Karl Taube and Mary Miller, specialists in Mesoamerican Studies, write that, more than anything 

Tezcatlipoca appears to be the embodiment of change through conflict.  

 

Sounds no different to the modern plan of the EL-ites, does it not? 

 

Tezcatlipoca appears on the first page of the Codex Borgia carrying the 20 day signs of the 

calendar; in the Codex Cospi he is shown as a spirit of darkness, as well as in the Codex Laud 

and the Dresden Codex. 

 

His cult was associated with royalty, and was the subject of the most lengthy and reverent 

prayers in the rites of kingship, as well as being mentioned frequently in coronation speeches. 

 

The temple of Tezcatlipoca was in the Great Precinct of Tenochtitlan. 

 

The main temple of Tezcatlipoca in Tenochtitlan was located south of the Great Temple. 

 

According to Fray Diego Durán it was lofty and magnificently built, eighty steps led to a landing 

twelve or fourteen feet wide, beyond it stood a wide, long chamber the size of a great hall.  

 

There were several smaller temples dedicated to Tezcatlipoca in the city, among them the ones 

called Tlacochcalco and Huitznahuatl. 

 

Tezcatlipoca was also worshipped in many other Nahua cities such as Texcoco, Tlaxcala and 

Chalco. 

 

Each temple had a statue of the god for which copal incense was burned four times a day. 
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There were several priests dedicated to the service of Tezcatlipoca, one of them was probably the 

one Sahagún calls huitznahuac teohua omacatl, the priests or Cohens ruling again. 

 

Others were the calmeca teteuctin who were allowed to eat the ritual food offered to 

Tezcatlipoca, others accompanied the Ixiptlatli the impersonator of Tezcatlipoca in the year prior 

to his execution. 

 

Ixiptlatli was likely an Avatar or walk in. 

 

Honoring Tezcatlipoca was fundamental to both the priesthood and the nobility. 

 

On his installation, the new king fasted and meditated, which included prayers in honor of 

Tezcatlipoca, the patron deity of the royal house.  

 

The Houses word comes up again, every one of those Houses are corrupted, filled with 

egotistical hierarchical entities embued with their own self-importance. 

 

Tezcatlipoca priests were offered into his service by their parents as children, often because they 

were sick. 

 

These children would then have their skin painted black and be adorned with quail feathers in the 

image of the god.  

 

Another offering of the children so prevalent in not only Aztec/Mayan parts, but also the 

Egyptian/Jewish parts as well, all the same program is why. 

 

Sacred hymns were also chanted at ceremonies to honor the gods, chanting being the operative 

word, as it was likely spellcasting. 

 

Most were sung to praise the highest deities, including Tezcatlipoca, who was often addressed as 

the Giver of Life. 

 

When in reality land, he was the harvester of their life, in terms of their energy, and sometimes 

literally their lives. 

 

In one particular hymn, he is mentioned as being both the creator and destroyer of the world, and 

both as a poet and a scribe. 
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Remember Vishnu was also known as the destroyer of worlds, with the quote now I am become 

death, the destroyer of worlds. 

 

Which Cohencidentally was the same quote Oppenheimer stated during the nuclear Manhattan 

Project. 

 

The connectedness of it all should be noted by the listeners. 

 

Everyone, including commoners, high priests, and the king, were involved in some aspect of the 

Toxcatl ceremonies. 

 

Tezcatlipoca’s main feast was during Toxcatl, the fifth month of the Aztec calendar. 

 

The preparations began a year earlier, when a young man was chosen by the priests to be the 

likeness of Tezcatlipoca. 

 

This individual was called the ixiptla or deity impersonator, and was chosen to ceremonially 

represent the god to the Aztec people. 

 

The individual unbeknown to them, was designated to become the host body for the god, this is 

the essence of witchcraft and host possession. 

 

Sometimes, slaves were purchased for the ceremony, and in this case, were bathed carefully to 

erase impurities. 

 

Slaves were purchased for the ceremony? Oh my, this reveals what I have repeated often in the 

shows, that slaves were not invented by the white man and the Rothschild’s ships, it was a 

practice ongoing throughout his story. 

 

Women were sometimes sacrificed as ixiptla to honor female deities. 

 

Seriously? And they think this is all alright and honorable? Do you understand the words or 

meaning? 

 

However, ixiptla were usually selected from among captive warriors, and the chosen individual 

was bathed and ceremoniously cleansed for the role that he was to undertake.  

 

For the next year he lived like a god, wearing expensive jewelry and having eight attendants.  
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The young man also was dressed in the likeness of the god, and people on the streets would 

worship him as such when encountered.  

 

For one year he lived a life of honor, the handsome young man worshipped literally as the 

embodiment of the deity.  

 

What is unknown to them is, it was likely the fake god himself occupying the vessel of someone 

else, hence the worshipping. 

 

People will accept anything to be recognized, and with a distinct lack of knowledge, far too 

easily fall prey of the body snatchers. 

 

But there are grave consequences (pardon the pun) for this honor, as this will reveal. 

 

During the last 20 days before being sacrificed, the ixiptla had their appearance transformed back 

to that of a warrior, which reveals the body snatcher left. 

 

He had been a warrior who was captured, and he ended his life as a warrior, and so he became 

the soul dier.  

 

He would then be wed to four young women, also chosen in advance and isolated for a full year 

and treated as goddesses. 

 

This marriage, occurring after a full year of abstinence, which sounds like rhetoric from the Cat 

holic church, it was said that it symbolized a period of fertility which followed the drought.  

 

None of which makes sense, as fertility means to grow or produce things, but how can you with 

abstinence? 

 

The young man would spend his last week singing, feasting and dancing. 

 

During the feast where he was worshipped as the deity he personified; he climbed the stairs to 

the top of the temple on his own where the priests seized him. 

 

A time in which he proceeded to symbolically crush one by one the clay flutes on which he had 

played in his brief moment of glory, and then was sacrificed, his body being eaten later. 
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Canni Ba’alism, and people think that is an honor? Just how stupid can the attention seekers get?  

 

The young man would approach this sacrifice willingly, as being sacrificed in this manner was a 

great honor. 

 

How is it honorable to kill people? Where is the honor in that? Something every US Military 

soul dier should consider me thinks. 

 

Is it honorable to drop bombs on people from 30K feet? No, that is cowardly fighting, the same 

as biological weapons and napalm, sheer cowardice. 

 

And I don’t care who doesn’t like that statement, because I will stand by it, because it is the 

truth. 

 

Sacrificial victims mounted the bloody steps of the pyramid with dignity and pride, the sacrifice 

itself marked the end of the drought.  

 

Immediately after he died a new victim for the next year’s ceremony was chosen. 

 

Tezcatlipoca was also honored during the ceremony of the 9th month, when the Miccailhuitontli 

known as the Little Feast of the Dead, was celebrated to honor the dead, as well as during the 

Panquetzaliztli the Raising of Banners ceremony in the 15th month. 

 

Does anyone ask why don’t we have any ceremonies that honor the living, outside of hierarchical 

based ceremonies? 

 

Why do people insist on not only giving their power away, but their lives as well? 

 

Tribal people would be served best to understand the word honor, and who they gave their life 

force energy away too. 

 

In one of the Aztec accounts of creation, Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca joined forces to create 

the world. 

 

Before their act there was only the sea and the crocodilian Earth monster called Cipactli.  

 

Cipactli known as the crocodile or caiman, spelt cai, but substitute the I for a Y and you have 

Cayman Island, which is by sea not too far from the Mexican coastline. 
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Remember that coastline extended much further out than it does now, likely after the rock 

throwing incident that occurred off of the Yucatan Peninsula. 

 

Yes, scientists will describe it as an asteroid or meteorite, but like the Meteor Crater in Arizona, 

they are wrong. 

 

To attract her, Tezcatlipoca used his foot as bait, and Cipactli ate it, which explains why 

mentioned earlier he had one foot and the other was a snake.  

 

I guess Tezcatlipoca was just as stupid as the avatars sacrificing themselves for their fake god. 

 

The two gods then captured her, and distorted her to make the land from her body, what a 

conspiracy theory that is. 

 

After that, they created the people, and people had to offer sacrifices to comfort Cipactli for her 

sufferings. 

 

Because of this, Tezcatlipoca is depicted with a missing foot. 

 

In the Mayan Popol Vuh, Cipactli is said to have spawned the name of the earthquake demon, 

Sipakna. 

 

Revealing what we said in the show Magic and Demons, that all demons have specific jobs to 

do. 

 

Interesting that many of our Earthquakes, HAARP aside, occurs in the very same regions these 

peoples or entities operate, does it not? 

 

According to one Aztec tradition, Teocipactli known as the Divine Crocodile, was the name of a 

survivor of the flood who rescued himself in a canoe and again repopulated the earth. 

 

Remember we covered the sacred crocodile in Egypt and the surrounding areas in an earlier 

show? 

 

Remember the Jupiter Ascending movie and the crocodile beings? remember the crocodile 

beings are also portrayed on the Egyptian hieroglyphs? Now connect the dots. 
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Another story of creation goes that Tezcatlipoca turned himself into the sun, but Quetzalcoatl 

was furious possibly because they were enemies, he is a night god, so he knocked Tezcatlipoca 

out of the sky with a stone club.  

 

Angered, Tezcatlipoca turned into a jaguar and destroyed the world. 

 

Quetzalcoatl replaced him and started the second age of the world and it became populated 

again.  

 

Tezcatlipoca overthrew Quetzalcoatl, forcing him to send a great wind that devastated the world, 

and the people who survived were turned into monkeys.  

 

Tlaloc, the god of rain, then became the sun, but he had his wife taken away by Tezcatlipoca. 

 

Angered in turn, he would not make it rain for several years until, in a fit of rage, he made it rain 

fire with the few people who survived the assault turning into the birds.  

 

Chalchihuitlicue the Water Goddess then became the sun. 

 

However, she was crushed by Tezcatlipoca’s accusation that she only pretended to be kind. 

 

She cried for many years and the world was destroyed by the resulting floods, and those people 

who survived the deluge were turned into fish. 

 

Seriously? Do these people expect us to believe this drivel? And what it reveals is if true, is 

something that seems to plagues all these gods, anger management issues. 

 

Why should we worship anything that out of balance and dictatorish? 

 

Aztec folklore is rife with parallels, much of the time depicted in deities such as Tezcatlipoca. 

 

For Aztec nobility, this patron deity is fundamental in the social and natural phenomena justified 

by religion during this time.  

 

Extreme reverence and respect, characterized by ceremonial proceedings in which priests were to 

pay homage to Tezcatlipoca, or where citizens waited expectantly for ceremonial proceedings to 

start under the low hum of shell trumpets, were commonplace, especially for this deity.  
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Sounds like a hedonistic cult to me. 

 

Utter respect from the highest position of Aztec nobility, the king, shown through the figurative 

and literal nakedness of his presence in front of Tezcatlipoca.  

 

The king would stand naked, emphasizing his utter unworthiness, speaking as nothing but a 

vessel for the god’s will.  

 

The new king would claim his spiritual nakedness symbolically through words and physical 

vulnerability, praising Tezcatlipoca with lines such as: O master, O our lord, O lord of the near, 

of the night, O night, O wind…Poor am I. 

 

In what manner shall I act for thy city? In what manner shall I act for the governed, for the 

vassals (macehualtin)? 

 

For I am blind, I am deaf, I am an imbecile, and in excrement, in filth hath my lifetime been. 

 

Perhaps thou mistaketh me for another; perhaps thou seekest another in my stead. 

 

For kings, lords, priests, and citizens alike, the cyclical nature they observed every day and every 

year was portrayed not through science or philosophical debate, but utter reverence and respect 

for the spiritual beings they believed were the cause of these events. 

 

It was gods like Tezcatlipoca that solidified this notion, representing both the silent wind, and 

thunderous war. 

 

That is disgracefully disempowering for the people, and quite why this cult like behavior is 

continued to this day is beyond me. 

 

This is not about ceremony and respect, this is about sacrifice and disempowerment of the 

people, and high time the chiefs called an end to these insidious practices, that actually serve no 

one who does them. 

 

ENDING PIECE: 

 

We have covered many topics within these shows, the most important one being the psychology 

aspect. 
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Many may prefer the ET stuff, the our story not their story and I get that because it is largely 

external of you. 

 

But what is internal determines not only your path, but ultimately everyone’s path. 

 

When you understand the interconnectedness of us all, then that line makes a whole heap more 

sense. 

 

We have covered what is life? What is love? And the big one, what is Human? 

 

Too many think they are self-explanatory, but they are mistaken because of one word, define. 

 

You all may think you have defined it, but we haven’t even now to some degree. 

 

What is life is assigned as being a slave, existing, getting by and all the struggles and strife that 

life throws at us. 

 

You know why? Because we did not define what life and living is all about, we just accepted our 

plight. 

 

What is love is another, the majority on this planet have not experienced real love, because most 

people are in low vibration. 

 

And if you think I am elevating myself above that, remember until 2000 I was also in that field, 

eventually escaping it nearer 2012. 

 

The big development for me was, I placed value upon myself, I recognized who and what I am, 

what I stand for and that had much value in the wider scheme of things. 

 

How many of you really value yourselves? Do you recognize the values within you? Do you 

compare it to someone else? Because that is ego. 

 

Do you respect yourselves? do you honor yourselves? do you trust yourselves? and the big one, 

do you love yourselves? 

 

How can you love others if you don’t love yourselves? the answer is you can’t. 

 

You apply yourself to what you assume is love, but it is not real love, just purely an illusion. 
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Until you stand in the higher vibration, only then will you truly understand what is love. 

 

Love doesn’t reside in the low level frequency band, only the higher, and so cannot be 

experienced as such. 

 

Many people may not agree with that statement because people don’t like being fooled, and yet 

your higher self/soul/spirit knows, and you choose to ignore it’s cries and pleas to self-correct. 

 

Love is a frequency that resides long in the past, that so many forget to exactly what it is or 

means, a bit like connections to Source. 

 

Every religious person knows what they are worshipping is false, will they let it go? No, because 

they don’t wish to see they have used all that energy on a wrong venture. 

 

But they are wasting more by continuing it, that is another version of self-harm. 

 

Religious people are children and their god is their parent, someone who will look after them and 

save them, and yet it never happens does it? 

 

We have all heard of the plight of the Jews this lifetime, yet how many ask where was the chosen 

ones god when they suffered? 

 

If "god" won’t help or save the alleged chosen ones, why do you think your version of god will 

save you? The answer is, he or it won’t. 

 

That terrifies people with a child level mind, because like the departing of their parents, they now 

face looking after themselves, and that scares them. 

 

What is human? Many will retort back that is a stupid question, but it’s not is it? 

 

Why? Because we have not defined it. 

 

In the original piece there was 3 definitions of HU-man 

 

The hu in human has three meanings higher universal, the Sumerian Annunaki term hu means 

serpent, in Sanskrit it means dragon, which humanity is it to be? dragon man? serpent man 
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worshipped by the Cat holic church? or Higher Universal man? the choice now rests solely in all 

of your hands, which of the three you become. 

 

For deeper understanding and a wider scope, read Part 5 of the 2019 end of year review. 

 

One thing we have touched on but didn’t go deeper on is, family. 

 

What is family? Have we defined that properly? Yes, there are many families who get along, 

albeit in a limitation based format, and by that I mean as to what levels of abuse, 

competitiveness, bitchiness and heated debate you will tolerate. 

 

But the vast majority of families are broken, siblings trying to outdo each other in terms of looks, 

status, wealth and material possessions, is that what it means to be a family? 

 

We have the golden child families, where one sibling is favored over the other, although the 

single child family fares no better in that aspect either. 

 

Then when have the violent abuse families, passed down from generation to generation. 

 

The alcohol abuse families also passed down from generation to generation, the more recent 

version is the drug abuse families that is also been passed down from generation to generation. 

 

And then we come to the largely unspoken aspect of families, the sexual abuse families, that has 

also been passed down from generation to generation. 

 

Is that how a family should look? 

 

Many of you will now be saying no, but why have we tolerated it? indeed all of you will have 

faced those abuses and transgressions. 

 

Did you at any point not question, is this is what being a family is all about? 

 

Why do you do that or have done that, and some continue to do that? The answer lies in low self-

worth and a lack of value of your own life and that of others. 

 

Many of you have described THI as the best "family" they have, now why is that? Because we 

addressed all of the above and defined what behavior is acceptable and also what is not. 
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We defined how we should all act and be, and learned a new way based in not only truth, honor 

and integrity, but caring and sharing and the biggest hurdle is, being cooperative not comparative 

or competitive. 

 

The traditional family was an illusion to begin with, and yes their programs have done much to 

erode it further, but it was eroded long before that as described earlier, only difference now is, 

we are recognizing our own failures within that structure. 

 

In the future how to parent needs to be defined as well, many parents seems to think and take 

ownership of their children, like it is another material possession. 

 

That is 100% wrong, parents are the guardian of the child until 16 or 18 only, to bring them up to 

be their best, and prepare them for adult life, whereby they go on and create their own family. 

 

But we have helicopter parents, scholarship parents, whereby a parent pushes their children into 

something that they wanted to do, not the child, particularly in terms of sports. 

 

This is for the status realm again, my child is this or that displays the stickers on the car, that is 

not parenting the child, that is satiating their own egos at the child’s expense. 

 

No one is saying you shouldn’t be proud of the achievements of their children, but far too often 

the children are used to enhance the standing of the parents. 

 

The classic example of that is the child pageants, kids dressed up to look like adults and parents 

screaming at them to win at all costs, which again is not for the child’s glory, but the parents 

egos. 

 

What we are left with is, a broken life, love, family, people, country and ultimately the planet, all 

because of the pursuit of the self, and not the all. 

 

Why? because in too many cases we have not defined what is anything, what does it look like? 

What do we accept or not? How to be, how to act we just trolled along accepting all of the utter 

bilge this world not has presented to us, but what we have accepted. 

 

The path is littered with broken empires, failed kingdoms, failed leaders and it all crashed and 

burned. 
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Now we have failed superpowers, failed cabal, failed Illuminati, failed Dragon groups, failed 

factions, failed off world. 

 

A failed banking system, failed Governments, failed Agencies, failed Militaries, failed medical 

services, failed schools, failed police, failed security, failed social services and above all a failed 

peoples. 

 

Because they pursued the one as a singularity, and not the one as the all, and because of people’s 

inate ability to not accept the truth. 

 

It all comes down to you and what you allow or accept, low or high vibration? you will not reach 

mental planes and higher consciousness in the lower vibrational state, it is not possible. 

 

Low vibration traits are Anger, hate, fear, sadness, worry, confusion, chaos, apathy, pain, 

suffering, blame, shame, guilt, and the two key ones to overcome, closed mind and the far more 

damaging, closed heart. 

 

Anger and hate are projections, Fear leads to sadness and worry for the future, fear is a future 

word as it hasn’t happened. 

 

But it can happen as you have not addressed your own ability to change that future. 

 

Confusion, chaos and apathy are something they created but you bought into, blame, shame and 

guilt are your own failure to address your shadow and inner work, closed minds are the cancer of 

society, closed hearts are the blockages at the solar plexus, and why so many go with gut 

instincts and not the heart. 

 

Higher vibrations are joy, happiness and kindness, compassion, clarity, wonder, reverence, calm, 

curiosity, with 2 key vibrations of open mind and open heart. 

 

Joy and happiness are of your own making, never let anyone else decide your mood for you, 

kindness and compassion remember costs nothing materialistic, only your loving energy. 

 

Clarity comes with understanding, wonder is your manifest abilities, reverence is respect, like 

saying treat others how you would like to be treated in return, calmness ah the calmness, 45-55 

anyone? 
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I have said it often enough now, calm brings balance, which is centering, curiosity is what 

brought you here and has added benefits for me anyway, as the saying goes curiosity killed the 

spy haha. 

 

Curiosity can lead to the opening of the mind and the final stage of really opening your heart, 

which has all the 5 senses and some extra when switched on fully. 

 

How is this fixed? By each going within and eradicating all of yours and their programs, does it 

take time, yes because you allowed to build up too much. 

 

Does it have value doing that work? It is the biggest project you will ever undertake, that 

ultimately leaves you with treasures beyond your own comprehension. 

 

There are two key words in this, trust and vulnerability. 

 

People don’t like making themselves vulnerable, which means they are not open. 

 

If you are not open you will never gain anything, you will remain in the status quo of limitation 

programs. 

 

If you don’t trust you can’t be open and so you delude yourselves that you are not vulnerable, but 

you are vulnerable whether you are open or closed. 

 

Think long and hard on that. 

 

That is another version of self-harm, think of yourselves in terms of a flower. 

 

You are the stem and the bud, but you are closed, and so no petals will ever develop because you 

are a closed shop and perceiving to protect your own vulnerability. 

 

But the flower of life and people has to grow, it needs input to encourage growth, and in essence 

you are cutting off the water to the flower and so it will never grow. 

 

That is the ultimate in self-harm, without growth you wither away and die within, the vessel lives 

on, but the spirit is dying on the inside. 

 

All because you exhibited fear and will not open yourself up. 
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Vulnerability is a protection racket that stifles growth, are you the spreading and blooming 

flower in the garden? or the weeds and the rotting carcass of plants not developed? 

 

The illiterate for this century will not be like the last century, for those who couldn’t read or 

write, the illiterate for this century will be those who cannot unlearn the lies, they have devoured 

in this and all other centuries. 

 

This century will unravel and unveil the lies, deceit and perpetrators of crimes against humanity, 

ignorance will be a choice, and not a statute or a regulation. 

 

Law like sense will return to common again, all done in a nature-al or natural way. 

 

In two generations our children will be walking libraries of real knowledge and truth, immersed 

in creativity, taught the ancient secrets of self-healing, and set on a course of mental planes 

evolution and ultimately cosmic evolution and beyond, so they can become the beacon of 

progress for our species. 

 

In two generations we can replace need not greed and put an end to the materialistic debt loop, of 

keeping up with the Jones’s in a competitive mindset of people, who trample over everything and 

everyone under a cor-pirate structure. 

 

In two generations we can work and learn from all the different cultures globally in a way that is 

conducive to all of us, not under the rule of law, but under the directives of understanding, 

openness, willing and striven to improve. 

 

In two generations we can completely overhaul all the wrongs on this planet, be it people, non-

humans or control systems, and set a course for not for only the living beings on this planet, but 

also the planet herself. 

 

In two generations we can speak to, work with, learn together and set a blueprint for this 

Universe with all the ET’s and NT’s that are here, before those who wish to return to the home 

world’s, all species working in harmony, not destroying each other, so they can go home and 

teach their species a better way also. 

 

In two generations we can all learn to be harmony with the self, cure the sickness within us, of 

mired in self-doubt, little me, envy, greed, insecurity, weakness into strengths, the lack of love, 

caring and sharing, and the lack of consideration for others. 
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Where people are not defined by labels or chattel numbers or by one individual color of the 

spectrum, but we all become the full spectrum of color, radiating out for all the Universe to see. 

 

Where all are inclusive, not exclusive, on planet where we create not destroy, a planet we 

treasure not disrespect, a planet of real hope, love, empathy and compassion, with us all 

exhibiting personal responsibility. 

 

A planet we can then truly call home, set in our image not their image. 

 

Time for us all to let love walk in to our lives. 

 

 

 

 


